
Digital 
revolution 
for hotels



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3wVWzLgh7Ys


Do hotel tech solutions really need to 
undergo a digital revolution?

Is it fair to blame them for failing to 
perform and for threatening hotels’ 
evolution?



Is it because cloud is a buzzword and 
everyone speaks about getting there?

Not exactly. Or, at least not completely.

The cloud only makes hotel technology more usable, easier 
to deploy and administer. That is important, given hoteliers 
aren’t quite IT people, and shouldn’t need to be either.



The good old PMS:
So disconnected, so out of time

It may have hundreds of interfaces to various types of devices, but remains largely disconnected from 
guests and online distribution channels.

It feels like it was designed for the times when booking enquiries would come over the phone or on fax. 
Because it was actually designed back then and never passed through a major overhaul. 



Online channel management:
Missed opportunities, bulky synchronisation

Today, there are more channels than ever - website, OTA, meta-search - that need to be fed with real time 
inventory. There are more cancellations, booking updates and competition than ever too - and the ability 
to re-allocate them or to apply the right prices makes the difference between profit and loss.

At the same time channel managers remain largely disconnected from the only source that is capable of 
handling the entire inventory - the PMS, resulting in massive bulky synchronisation and missed 
opportunities.



Guest facing features throughout the 
entire journey:
What guest facing features?

Hotels (or at least the vast majority of them) simply lack Digital X factor: they don’t deliver those cool 
digital multi-channel services and efficient online communication the other industries and OTAs engage 
travellers with.

By missing on digital guest interaction, hoteliers miss to get where their guests already are.



Enticing guests to book directly:
Fragmented solutions don’t assist creating 
preference, loyalty and differentiation

Ask yourself:

- How does your current website visualise the better choice or the preferable price (hint: rate parity 
shall not prevent you from dealing and advertising ‘club’ rates; rate parity does not prevent you to sell 
much broader choice of products through your site; should your system allow you to)

- What makes it more convenient for your guests to book directly? How does their experience 
improve? Do you really know what they come for - leisure or business? Do you customise 
communication and offerings?

- Why return to you? Or to your website? Do you ask them once and again who they are at different 
points of contact when your system shall know that?



So...
Failed to adapt to modern 
realities hotel tech 
partners have ...



It’s about a shift of thinking about the mission of hotel 
technology:

- From managing rooms to interacting with guests

- From fragmented property management and 
distribution to all-round platforms that engage guests, 
providing digital services and (re)claim your brand.

Digital revolution is not just about 
shifting to the cloud.



Manifesto
1. Hotels shall no longer use a myriad of 
disconnected property management 
and distribution solutions that need 
sync.

2. Hoteliers shouldn’t need to be IT 
specialists to use systems - they have 
the right to log-in and play.



Manifesto
3. Hotel systems need to connect to 
guests and offer them cool options to 
interact digitally during their entire 
journey. Thy need to add to hotel’s X-
factor. Otherwise they are useless.

4. Hotel systems shall be inexpensive 
and intuitive

5. Declaration of Independence: 
technology shall help hotels build their 
brand and own their guests, not steal 
them.



One major trend to outline:
Mobile will change the way guests interact with 
hotels

Why?
We broadly use smartphones and tablets to 
manage important aspects of our lives



facebook protesters...

youtube performers...

instagram chefs...

skype families...

linkedin networkers...

roaming professionals...

mobile moneymovers...

sms-ing teenage parents...
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Digitally, we do
- more
- faster
- simpler
- frequently better



We are used to online, mobile and 
digital. Maybe even addicted.

Then would guests forget their “digital 
me” when they plan, book, arrive, stay, 
leave and evaluate their journey and hotel 
stay more specifically? 



73% / 87%
Travel with a smartphone according to TripAdvisor’s TripBarometer

Generation X
(35-64 years)

Millennials
(18-34 years)

Smart (phone) travellers



Free Wi-Fi is more important 
than free breakfast

The free Wi-Fi connection is the amenity which most consider to be important when 
deciding on accommodation

(TripAdvisor’s TripBarometer)



46% / 26% / 11%  
If an accommodation does not provide Wi-Fi they would look elsewhere 

(TripAdvisor’s TripBarometer)

Lack of free Wi-Fi is a 
dealbreaker

Require super fast Wi-Fi Willing to pay extra for 
super fast Wi-Fi

Dealbreakers



Why?
Because they have to digitally 
manage so many important 
aspects of their lives.
Staying disconnected is not an 
option for them.



But wait!
Do travellers only need to stay 
connected for the other aspects 

of their lives?
 

Wouldn’t they like 
to engage digitally 

in relation with 
their journey 

itself?  

Let’s take a broader view of their 
“digital” behaviour throughout the 
entire journey.

Let’s see how they engage digitally 
with the other “providers” during 
their journey.



60%
Data from: HNTB Corporation. HNTB provides strategic direction for terminal projects within the national 

aviation market and has nearly 100 years of terminal planning and design experience.

Passengers checking in online, remote from the 
airport



50% / <22%
Data from: HNTB Corporation. HNTB provides strategic direction for terminal projects within the national 

aviation market and has nearly 100 years of terminal planning and design experience.

http://www.aviationpros.com/blog/12023942/trends-technology-and-terminal-design

What do the passengers who did not check online 
remote from the airport do?

Use the e-kiosks at the ticket 
lobby

Go to an agent to complete a 
transaction of their checked 

bags

http://www.aviationpros.com/blog/12023942/trends-technology-and-terminal-design
http://www.aviationpros.com/blog/12023942/trends-technology-and-terminal-design


65%
of same day bookings are made on a mobile device.



Travellers use their smart devices to
find their way
search and book restaurants
book taxis or Uber
check traffic and attractions
search local information
already even pay with their mobile
do so much more....



72% / 54%
Source: TripAdvisor’s TripBarometer Dec 2013

Guests expecting mobile engagement

Mobile bookings Further mobile 
engagement



64% / 75%
Properties NOT providing mobile 

engagement

Mobile bookings

Source: TripAdvisor’s TripBarometer Dec 2013

Further mobile 
engagement



Why do travellers like digital?
It is faster, it is less engaging, it 
is more private, it is potentially 
more comfortable, there is no 
language barrier, it offers more 
choices…



It actually means today tech 
savvy travellers expect their 
digital experience to continue 
throughout the entire journey, 
not to finish with the booking. 



Could it actually turn out that 
instead of “killing” hospitality 
and human touch, digital 
actually contributes to it?



Undoubtedly.

The convenience and adoption of mobile will transform 
the way guests interact with hotels during their entire 
stay.

It is a process with the same magnitude like the one, 
when the emergence of the Internet disrupted and 
changed forever the way travellers book, making online 
the prevailing choice for booking.



From fragmented hotel 
management and 
distribution systems to all-
round platform that 
engages guests and 
provides digital services



So, when is it time to move?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFxjnUPRwx4


https://www.clock-hotel-software.com
clockpms@clock-hs.com
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